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VOCABULARY BLASTINGTEST – 1
1. Tea ……… is very high in Turkey, even 

though the only authorized firm to sell it is 
in debts all the time.
a) consumption
b) nutrition   
c) facility 
d) training
e) ruins

2. Lands in the south are so ……… that the 
farmers living there are able to harvest the 
most various productions in Europe.
a) cunning 
b) poor  
c) fertile 
d) digestion
e) attractive

3. In this Project, we need ….....….........… two 
volunteers, no more than this figure, 
having been taught web designing before.
a) occasionally 
b) neatly
c) suddenly 
d) incredibly 
e) solely

4. Next week, some officials are going to 
……......… us so as to find out what our sales 
figures were like last in the last fiscal 
period.
a) refrain
b) inspect
c) delay
d) determine 
e) provide

5. Governments policy should be to 
encourage the entrepreneurs to …….. 
industrial goods and services to bridge 
the budget gap and indirectly overcome 
the unemployment.
a) hospitalize 
b) bury  
c) fetch
d) manufacture
e) decrease

6. Foxes are known to be ……… animals in that 
they are able to survive via their smart 
features even in the hardest conditions.
a) charmed
b) timid 
c) cunning
d) idle 
e) complex

7. The pupils’ achievement in the last 
tournament was ……. as nobody had 
expected such a decent degree from them.
a) worthwhile
b) awful
c) deserted
d) notorious
e) plain

8. Scientists have begun to worry about the 
fact that the last tsunami disaster will 
……… some much worse consequences in 
the habitat of wild ducks.
a) wrest
b) trigger
c) stabilize
d) diminish 
e) enlarge

9. I really miss the days when I used to ……. in 
the downtown without having to work all 
days previously. 
a) screw
b) clarify
c) combine
d) unite 
e) loiter

10. The results of the exam are not very high, 
but John’s performance rose above the 
…………. .
a) suffix 
b) veil
c) solution
d) mediocre 
e) meditation
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11. Having had problems with …........…….. the 
target figures, the boss had to consult an 
accountant last week. 
a) dwelling
b) penetrating
c) computing
d) tiring 
e) announcing

12. Before sending the originals of documents, 
we need to ……… the important sheets in 
case they lose them.
a) duplicate 
b) endure
c) encounter 
d) weep 
e) yield

13. The victim …..............…… responded all the 
questions of rescue team members, much 
as he had to stay under the debris for 
eleven hours.
a) funnily
b) noisily
c) insidiously 
d) candidly 
e) furiously

14. The troops beyond the border were 
obliged to ……….. since they were short of 
enough military power and even the food 
supply they need urgently.
a) vomit
b) withdraw 
c) raid
d) based 
e) besiege

15. In this workshop, there is a regular …….. 
in every one hour so that the attendees 
can interact with one another better while 
having their potables.
a) gesture
b) heritance   
c) circulation
d) interfere
e) interval

16. The prices of private school payments are 
likely to ……, whereas the inflation is in a 
trend of downwards.
a) fuel 
b) gain  
c) plaster
d) refute 
e) save

17. When it is said ……................…. media, the 
term includes a great variety such as 
television, radio, newspapers or even 
magazines.
a) humidity
b) isolation
c) mass
d) velocity 
e) magnitude

18. Fish hunters prefer the time when the 
waves start to …………. since they cannot 
capture the big fish in the deep waters.
a) precede
b) gain  
c) plough 
d) skid 
e) nudge

19. In some primitive cultures, women are 
regarded …..........…….. to men counterparts 
altough both genders are equal one 
another. 
a) matchless
b) inferior 
c) deft
d) superficial 
e) misleading

20. ………… drinkers gain more weight than 
those who don’t drink at all, but less than 
heavy drinkers.
a) Hooked
b) Felicity 
c) Addictive
d) Strict 
e) Moderate
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21. Since he had lied to everyone many times, 
his actions were considered ………….. in his 
circle of friends.
a) tempting 
b) appealing  
c) alluring
d) appalling 
e) attactive

22. With therapy, the distraught mother was 
able to overcome the ………. which had 
been brought on by the loss of her only 
child.
a) grief
b) honour 
c) besiege
d) yield 
e) difusion

23. Without the knowledge of the exiled 
African National Congress leadership, he 
entered into a/an ……….. dialogue with 
the South African government, which was 
reaching a similar conclusion.
a) prolific
b) discriminating
c) discreet
d) thankless 
e) awful

24. The plants emerge from holes in the 
pillows, responding to special lights above 
them that ……. a magenta pink glow.
a) dent 
b) publish  
c) emit
d) capture 
e) abolish

25. The faculty all ………..the professor as one 
of the best in the field, always behaving 
him with both respect and admiration.
a) abbreviate 
b)  compose  
c) disagree 
d) formulate 
e) regard

26. People with anger management issues 
find it hard to resist the ………… to act out 
when they are angry.
a) abdication
b)  impulse  
c)  heritance
d)  distract 
e)  encounter

27. After the hurricane destroyed most of 
Haiti, there was a/an …..........……. need for 
housing and medical care.
a) loyal
b) rebellious  
c) wise
d) dire
e) unfair

28. To my conservative grandparents, wearing 
an earring on your bottom lip is a/an ………. 
thing to do.
a) bizarre 
b) flexible
c) whaling
d) durable 
e) initative

29. Because of his inability to………. with the 
stress of everyday life, my tutor had better 
to take a series of anxiety medications
a) interfere
b) collide  
c) cope
d) argue 
e) announce

30. I sent Jessica a text message asking if she 
wanted to come to dinner, but she hasn’t 
……………. with a yes or a no yet.
a) identified 
b) responded  
c) utilized
d) involved 
e) located




